
 

1 Understand the range of insight tools - both off and 
online - best suited for Agile development 

2 Learn how to ask the right questions to uncover 
what customers are really thinking

3 Discover how to set up and maintain customer 
panels for fast, accurate feedback when you need it

4 How to develop a customer insight plan that 
provides timely, accurate insight

5 The secrets for how to work with sales to gain their 
support and access to the right customers

This one-day seminar is designed for Agile 
development leaders to build fast feedback 
loops to gain accurate customer insight, 
from the right customers, at the right time 
to drive priorities and ensure customer 
satisfaction. You’ll obtain these key skills:

A critical element of Agile success is validation 
of solutions with customers. However, getting 
timely feedback is often a challenge for teams. 

This program focuses on how work effectively 
with real target customers to identify needs, 
prioritize features and attributes, and validate 
releases thoughout the Agile development 
process. 

Through a combination of case studies, 
interactive exercises, and hands on experience 
with customer insight tools, Agile leaders will 
learn new skills in key areas, including:

• How to identify the right target customers 
and motivate them for ongoing feedback

• How to balance and prioritize the needs 
of each type of customer (users, buyers, 
influencers)

• How to obtain accurate insight rapidly to 
answer timely questions

• How to translate fuzzy customer feedback 
into concrete actions

Participants will leave also leave with tools and 
templates they can use right away including:

• A complete Customer Insight for Agile 
Leadership e-book with tools, methods and 
tips

• Access to the facilitors for followup

CUSTOMER INSIGHT FOR 
AGILE LEADERS: 
RAPID FEEDBACK LOOPS

“Understanding how to get inside the right 
customers’ heads throughout product 
development is critical to Agile success in 
order to prioritize development work and 
validate releases.”



CUSTOMER INSIGHT FOR 
AGILE LEADERS

AFTERNOON SESSION

PART 3: THE POWER OF CUSTOMER PANELS
The roles and goals of optimal customer panels
 - Identifying the right type of panel for your situation
 - Key factors in successful feedback panels

Setting up and maintaining great panels
 - How to setup the right feedback panel
 - Managing, motivating and using advisory panels

PART 4: ONLINE INSIGHT TECHNIQUES 
Using cost-effective online tools
 - Identifying the right online tool for your situation
 - Effective customer interaction to get desired results

Advanced online research tools
 - Feature trade-off using an online tool
 - Solution validation techniques

Exercise: Develop an Agile rapid customer 
feedback plan using the range of tools available to 
you

MORNING SESSION

PART 1: INTRO TO RAPID FEEDBACK LOOPS
Knowing what to look for 
 - Identifying the range of customer types
 - Understanding customer needs, wants and desires
 - Using Customer Value Pyramids to define priorities

Defining Agile feedback goals
 - Establishing goals to drive feedback success

Case Study: Develop a customer needs pyramid in 
a target segment for each type of customer

PART 2: INTERVIEWING CUSTOMERS 
Preparing for success
 - Finding and motivating the right customers
 - Developing an Agile feedback plan and tactics

Interviewing techniques
 - The structure and flow of great interviews
 - Key questions to get the most accurate results

Exercise: Practice interviewing customers
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Dorian has over 20 years of product development 
experience as an executive and consultant with 
companies ranging from ABB to Xilinx and has trained 
1000’s of professionals to become product leaders. 

ABOUT DORIAN SIMPSON
Gary has worked with thousands of managers and 
engineers at hundreds of companies to lead projects 
and teams, help improve processes, and help 
technical leaders develop leadership competencies.

ABOUT GARY HINKLE

LUNCH (12:30):   Enjoy a healthy lunch including an Agile rapid feedback loop exercise to  
   challenge your colleagues while learning a new Agile skill.


